
 

Roots Education  Quiz 

Vocabulary Quiz – 30-03-15 
Directions: Choose the best word(s) to complete each sentence.  
 
1. At the end of the trial, the judge ______ an exhaustive list of various crimes; the jury responded 

by declaring that they found the defendant guilty of each one of them.  
 A] manifested    B] procured  
 C] orated     D] categorized  
 E] enumerated  
 
2. Most motivational speakers simply spout off a series of ______ in a loud, energetic voice, and 

Rousing Rick was no exception; if anything, his speech was even more ______ than most. 
 A] banalities … bromidic   B] mores … galvanizing  
 C] vulgarities … rousing   D] clichés … enervating  
 E] compunctions … platitudinous  
 
3. Some have claimed that the biggest flaw in the design of the new bicycle was that it could only 

move forward; on the other hand, one wonders why anyone would ever need a bicycle to move in 
______ motion.  

 A] progressive    B] antithetical  
 C] retrograde    D] centrifugal  
 E] astern  
 
4. The snake oil salesman claimed the bottle contained a voodoo cure-all from New Orleans; 

however, the so-called ______ was really just tomato juice mixed with vinegar.  
 A] nostrum    B] elixir  
 C] placebo     D] panacea  
 E] antidote  
 
5. The wolf in the fable devised a crafty plan to capture the sheep in the pen: he would return late at 

night wearing a wool coat and enter the ______ undetected.  
 A] mew     B] hutch  
 C] enclosure    D] bungalow  
 E] sty  
 
6. The students had been raised in ______ society; as a result, they struggled to connect with their 

______ professor, a relic who eschewed ubiquitous devices like computers and cell phones.  
 A] an autocratic … esoteric   B] a high-tech … Luddite  
 C] a plutocratic … manual   D] a mechanized … cybernated  
 E] an austere … liberal  
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      Key 
1. [E]  
 
2. [A]  
 
3. [C]  
 
4. [D]  
 
5. [B]  
 
6. [B]  
 


